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Abstract During emergence from anesthesia patients
regain their muscle tone (EMG). In a typical population of
surgical patients the actual volatile gas anesthetic concentrations in the brain (CeMAC) at which EMG activation
occurs remains unknown, as is whether EMG activation at
higher CeMACs is correlated with subsequent severe pain,
or with cortical activation. Electroencephalographic (EEG)
and EMG activity was recorded from the forehead of 273
patients emerging from general anesthesia following surgery. We determined CeMAC at time of EMG activation
and at return of consciousness. Pain was assessed immediately after return of consciousness using an 11 point
numerical rating scale. The onset of EMG activation during
emergence was associated with neither discernible muscle
movement nor with the presence of exogenous stimulation
in half the patients. EMG activation could be modelled as
two distinct processes; termed high- and low-CeMAC (occurring higher or lower than 0.07 CeMAC). Low-CeMAC
activation was typically associated with simultaneous EMG
activation and consciousness, and the presence of a laryngeal mask. In contrast, high-CeMAC EMG activation
occurred independently of return of consciousness, and was
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not associated with severe post-operative pain, but was more
common in the presence of an endotracheal tube. Patients
emerging from general anesthesia with an endotracheal tube
in place are more likely to have an EMG activation at higher
CeMAC concentrations. These activations are not associated
with subsequent high-pain, nor with cortical arousal, as
evidenced by continuing delta waves in the EEG. Conversely, patients emerging from general anesthesia with a
laryngeal mask demonstrate marked neural inertia—EMG
activation occurs at a low CeMAC, and is closely temporally
associated with return of consciousness.
Keywords Electromyography  General anesthesia 
Emergence  Post-operative Pain

1 Introduction
During surgery, it is common to pharmacologically
manipulate the muscle tone (EMG) of a patient to facilitate
controlled ventilation, decrease spontaneous patient
movement, and improve surgical access. As part of the
process of transition from the unresponsive state of general
anesthesia to wakefulness, it is therefore necessary for
muscle tone to return to levels commensurate with normal
muscle movement. Outside of the neuromuscular blockade
pharmacology literature, there is a surprising paucity of
published work detailing exactly what patterns of EMG
activation occur during emergence from general anesthesia
in a typical population of surgical patients. In particular we
would like to answer the questions of what effect-site
concentrations of a volatile anesthetic drug (CeMAC, from
Minimum Alveolar Concentration) could we expect EMG
activation to occur; and whether noxious stimuli cause
recovery of EMG tone at a higher CeMAC. It might be
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expected that EMG activation would occur with a CeMAC
of about 1 MACincision in response to a surgical incision,
but would only occur close to 1 MACawake if the stimulus
consisted only of a verbal command. MACawake is typically
considered to be about 0.3 MACincision [1]. It is also
unknown if the EMG activation might be linked to the
changes in cortical state during emergence—as estimated
by the pattern of the electroencephalogram (EEG). Previous work has concentrated on the neurobiology of EMG
activation. Takakusaki et al. [2] have published a comprehensive review of the neuroanatomy and the role of the
basal ganglia in control of muscle tone. They suggested
that the basal ganglia control muscle tone via two projection pathways. The first is via the thalamocortical loops,
and the second is directly to the brain stem (mesopontine
tegmentum). Moreover they point out that these fibres are
mainly GABAergic, and hence will be strongly modulated
by most commonly used anesthetic drugs.
Velly [3] investigated local field potentials in patients
with Parkinson’s disease and found that the subcortical
systems that control muscle tone are largely independent
from the cortical hyperpolarisation state during induction—which is reflected in the slow wave patterns in the
EEG. Dutton [4] studied facial EMG activation in patients
towards the end of surgery, in which the isoflurane concentration was deliberately reduced, to see if the facial
EMG could be used as an indicator of depth of anesthesia.
They showed that about half the patients who demonstrated
a facial EMG arousal failed to show any overt muscle
movement. Paloheimo published a series of papers in the
1980’s in which a phasic return of EMG during emergence
from anesthesia was observed [5], though this was not
necessarily an indicator of imminent behavioral arousal [6].
He also noted a decrease in EMG amplitude in response to
opioids unrelated to analgesia [7]. This work has been
followed up mainly in trying to ascertain the influence of
EMG activation on various commercial EEG indices of
depth of anesthesia. [8, 9].
In a typical surgical population, at what concentrations
of volatile anesthetic agent could we expect EMG activation to occur? What demographic factors, and stimuli,
might influence EMG activation? Is it always associated
with movement? Accordingly we recorded frontalis EMG
in a representative sample of adult patients during emergence from general anesthesia given to facilitate a variety
of different types of surgery.

2 Methods
EEG and EMG signals were recorded concurrently using a
Bispectral IndexÒ (BISÒ; Aspect Medical Systems, Newton, MA, USA) depth of anesthesia monitor from 311
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patients emerging from general anesthesia following surgery at the Waikato District Health Board Hospital,
Hamilton, New Zealand. One-hundred and four of these
patients have been reported elsewhere [10, 11], though the
EMG had not been analysed in detail in these papers.
Ethical approval was granted from Northern Y Regional
Ethics Committee of New Zealand for the first patient set
[10] (NTY/11/EXP/077) and from the New Zealand Health
and Disability Ethics Committee (12/CEN/56) for the
second patient set [11]. All patients gave informed, written
consent to participate in the study. We were aiming to get
an understanding of how the EMG activated as a part of
routine clinical practice. Thus the patients were given
standard general anesthesia as guided by each anesthesiologist’s clinical judgement, for a broad cross section of
surgical procedures. Total intravenous anesthetics using
propofol were not included in this analysis.
End-tidal volatile gas anesthetic (VGA) concentrations
(converted to MAC values, see lower-middle-panel, Fig. 1)
were obtained from the S/5 Anesthesia Monitor (GE
Healthcare, Helsinki, Finland) every 5 s using the S/5
Collect program from the same company. Start of emergence (indicated by the vertical green line at 900 s) was
defined as the point when VGA concentrations began to
decrease due to the anesthetist flushing the breathing system with high flow oxygen. Return of Behavioral Response
(ROBR, indicated by the vertical red-line at 1750 s)
marked the point at which the patient could make a respond
to a command ‘‘Open your eyes!’’ For simplicity of terminology we have defined ‘waking’, as the point in time
where the patient could respond to a verbal command [i.e.,
we loosely use ‘waking’ as synonymous with the more
technically correct term ‘return of behavioural response’
(ROBR)]. Patients with an endotracheal tube in place were
spoken to in order to get a response, whereas patients with
a laryngeal mask were allowed to wake spontaneously with
minimal specific verbal stimulus. The amount of other
external stimulation from the operating room environment
(being shifted into bed, electrodes removed, etc.) was the
same irrespective of airway method. In a subset of patients
(n = 184) the times of every possible exogenous stimulus
during emergence was formally noted to see if a causal
relationship to EMG and behavioural arousal could be
detected.
Details of the calculation of estimated brain site VGA
concentration (CeMAC) from the end-tidal VGA concentration curve are available elsewhere [11]. In brief, we used
a standard pharmacokinetic end-tidal to effect-site lag
model (fixed T1/2Keo = 144 s) [12, 13]. To be able to
compare the different volatile drugs, the concentration of
the volatile anesthetic gases were all expressed in units
of non-age-adjusted MAC equivalents. Timing and dosage
of opioid analgesics, neuromuscular blockers, and
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Fig. 1 An example of characteristic single phase EMG activation
during emergence. The top section is a spectrogram of the EEG for
the last section of surgery and during the emergence period. This
shows sustained power in the alpha (8–12 Hz) and delta (0.5–4 Hz)
decreasing over the emergence period. The upper-middle section
shows EMG power (in dB, blue) and the linear approximation (black).
Measures i–iv are explained in the text. The lower middle section
shows change in volatile general anesthetic agent (VGA) (expressed
in units of MAC). The lower three figures are EEG power spectral
densities corresponding to the pink shaded sections before gas-off (a),
just before EMG activation (b), and post EMG activation (c). Here,
green lines represent the underlying 1/f broadband noise, and the
asterisks’ mark peak power in the delta and alpha frequency bands.
Near the end of surgery—prior to start of emergence (vertical green
line at 900 s)—a gradual increase in muscle tone can be observed (a),

which subsequently decreases as the anesthesiologist increased the
concentration of volatile general anesthetic (VGA). It was noted that
during this transient EMG activation the BIS value increased from
around 40 to 75 before decreasing again to 40 despite a fairly constant
EEG waveform. The only subtle EEG changes in response to this
increased VGA is a slightly decreased peak alpha frequency, and an
increase in delta power. Ten lg Fentanyl was also given at this time.
This slow transient intraoperative EMG activation is in contrast to the
sudden and sustained EMG increase during emergence (c. 1520 s)
which shows some decay, even beyond ROBR (vertical red line).
This 60 year old female reported no pain in PACU. Note Blue lines at
c. 500 and 1100 s in the spectrogram are artefacts (impedance
checks). eT end-tidal concentrations of VGA, CeMAC estimated
effect site concentrations of VGA

neuromuscular reversal agents were recorded during the
operation and emergence period. Standard pharmacokinetic
models were used to estimate effect-site levels of muscle
relaxants [14] and opioids [15, 16]. Opioid concentrations
were expressed as fentanyl-equivalent concentrations,
assuming a fentanyl to morphine potency ratio based on
clinical experience that 5 mg morphine gives approximately equivalent analgesia to 100 lg fentanyl. The effect
of remifentanil was not assessed due to its short lasting
action. Similarly the concentrations of muscle relaxants
were converted to rocuronium-equivalents, where atracurium had an equal potency as rocuronium, and vecuronium

was modelled as six times as potent as rocuronium [17].
Reversal of neuromuscular blocker was modelled as an
exponential decrease of any residual relaxant concentrations with a half-life of 2 min.
Of the 311 patients recruited, 38 were rejected from
analysis due to either being a non-volatile based anesthesia
(TIVA, 5 patients) or due to technical data collection
problems with either the EEG, EMG, or VGA recordings
(33 patients).
In the Post-Anesthetic Care Unit (PACU) following
return of consciousness, pain was measured using an 11
point integer verbal rating score (VRS) at time of waking,
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where a score of 0 represented no pain, and a score of 10
the worst pain imaginable. Following a previous convention [18], low pain was considered as a pain score \5, and
high pain from 5 to 10.
2.1 EEG and EMG signal recording
and characterisation
EEG was recorded throughout the case at a sampling rate
of 128 Hz from the FPZ position in the standard 10/20
montage using the standard BIS electrode strip. The presence of slow-wave anesthesia (SWA) or non-slow-wave
anesthesia (nSWA) were defined as previously [10], with
the alpha (8–12 Hz) and delta (0.5–4 Hz) power averaged
over 120 s prior to EMG activation (shaded-period b,
Fig. 1, see also power spectral density in period b, lowersection, Fig. 1). The EEG was filtered with a 3rd order
Butterworth high-pass (0.5 Hz cutoff frequency) non-phase
shifting filter and analysed in 4 s segments, with 3 s
overlap. The spectral power was obtained using the multitaper Chronux method [19] (www.chronux.org, ‘mtspecgramc.m’ function in MATLAB) with a time-bandwidth
taper product of TW = 4, and K = 7 tapers. The power
density function was then smoothed using Locfit [20], a
local regression method also available in the Chronux
package.
EMG power was defined as per the BIS algorithm. This
consists of power (dB relative to 0.0001 lV) in the
70–110 Hz frequency range recorded, every second, from
an electrode overlying the orbicularis oculi and frontalis
muscles superior to the eyebrow. Figure 1 shows an
example of the how the EEG and the EMG changes during
the course of the later part of the operation and the emergence (upper-middle-panel, Fig. 1). This 60 year old
female patient had a laparoscopic cholecystectomy with
sevoflurane lasting just over 1 h. A linear approximation
was visually fitted to the EMG signal using custom software in MATLAB (The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA,
USA) to exclude the effect of noise, and to allow for up to
three phasic EMG activations. Within the patient group
were a number of different patterns of EMG activation.
Typically intraoperatively the EMG was stable at about
30 dB. When the EMG activated, it usually showed an
obvious abrupt increase in power by 10–20 dB over the
course of a minute or two. We could therefore easily
characterise the activation by the size of the activation, the
gradient of the slope, the time point when it started, and
whether there was a subsequent gradual decrease in EMG
power. Thus changes in the EMG patterns during emergence was quantified using the following measures (see
upper-middle panel, Fig. 1, where raw EMG is blue, and
the linear approximation is black): the time from start of
emergence until EMG activation (1), the strength of EMG
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activation (2), slope of EMG activation (3), and slope of
decay of EMG activation (4). In addition, where detailed
observations were available (n = 184), it was noted if the
EMG activation was associated with a stimulus, such as the
patient being spoken to or shifted, or was spontaneous; and
if EMG activation was overtly associated with any
observable movement (ranging from frowning to limb
movement) or if the activation was occult, and involved
only an increase in muscle tone, without overt muscle
activity.
2.2 Statistical Analysis
Statistical analysis was done using the NCSS (NCSS 2007,
v 07.1.13 Kaysville Utah) statistical package. Descriptive
data (Table 2) are presented as patient counts or as median
values (with interquartile ranges). Group comparisons were
completed using the Mann–Whitney U test as all groups for
comparison apart from one failed the Lilliefors test for
normality at the 0.05 significance level. The CeMAC
concentration was fitted using the sum of two gamma
distributions using the ‘gamfit.m’ MATLAB function. We
chose to use the gamma distribution because: (1) it is
always positive (you cannot get a negative MAC value), (2)
is flexible in modelling skewed distributions, (3) is bounded by exponential and normal distributions, and (4) it is
the common choice to model waiting times. In our case we
can monotonically map ‘time-to-EMG activation’ to ‘doseat-EMG activation’; which is of more interest to the
practicing anesthesiologist (who can easily control VGA
concentrations). The goodness of fit was checked using the
‘kstest2.m’ and ‘qqplot.m’ functions in MATLAB.
Since the probability distribution of CeMAC at EMG
activation was strongly bimodal we did not attempt to do a
multiple regression with CeMAC at EMG activation as the
continuous dependent variable; instead grouped the
patients into those that activated at a relatively high MAC
(around 1 MACawake) and those that only activated at a
very low MAC of close to zero. The grouping criterion was
driven by the data as seen in Fig. 4. We used multivariate
logistic regression to ascertain which factors were independently associated with a high-MAC EMG activation.
The following putative explanatory variables were considered for the model: age, gender, airway device, length of
operation, opioid concentration at EMG activation, size of
the EMG activation, delta power at start of emergence,
delta power at EMG onset, alpha power at start of emergence, alpha power at EMG activation, and reporting of
high- or low-pain on waking. We used a stepwise forward
selection method with up to 2-way interactions allowed,
and with each variable included in the model if it significantly increased the model deviance as recommended by
Hosmer and Lemeshow [21].
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3 Results
3.1 Characterizing EMG activation
during emergence from general anesthesia
To our knowledge the characteristics of EMG activation
during emergence from anesthesia have not been previously
examined in detail. Here we provide a comprehensive
description of EMG activation patterns in a representative
sample of patients waking following surgery.
Of the 273 patients who were entered into the final
analysis, 120 patients were female, and patient age ranged
from 16 to 90 years old (average age 58). Table 1 shows
type of surgery that patients underwent. 119 patients had an
endotracheal tube (ETT) placed, 154 a Laryngeal Mask
(LMA). 203 patients received sevoflurane as volatile gas
anesthetic, 60 desflurane, and 10 isoflurane. The patients
given desflurane had a shorter mean emergence time than
sevoflurane (9.75 vs. 13.43 min, p \ 0.001), and had EMG
activations at a higher median CeMAC value (0.41 vs.
0.25) for sevoflurane (p \ 0.001). Similarly desflurane
patients woke at a higher median CeMAC (0.12 vs. 0.07,
p \ 0.01). However the choice of agent is confounded by
numerous variables such as type of operation, age of
patient, and anesthesiologist choice; and therefore is not
directly analysed further in this paper. Of the 120 patients
given neuromuscular blockade during the operation; all
were either reversed at the start of emergence (96 patients,
80 %), or had received no relaxant for[3 h. There were no
clinical indications of inadequate neuromuscular function
in any patient in PACU. For the 261 patients given opioid
analgesics (fentanyl or morphine) during surgery the estimated opioid blood concentration at the time of EMG
activation ranged from 0.1 to 2.7, with a mean of
0.65 ± 0.50 ng/ml of fentanyl equivalents.
Some patients showed a single EMG activation in
emergence and some showed multiple activations. Figure 2
shows examples of phasic EMG activation where a phase of
EMG activation was defined as a rapid increase followed by
a slow decline of EMG power. The activation was purely

Table 1 Type of Surgery
Surgery type

Number
of patients

General surgery

73

Orthopaedics

88

Vascular

53

Urology

36

Gynaecology

14

Other (e.g. plastics, neurology, thoracic)
Total

9
273

defined by the EMG power, and was not necessarily associated with overt movement. The two-phase EMG activation
example on the left side of Fig. 2 had an initial EMG activation at a CeMAC of 0.39, but only woke at a CeMAC of
0.02, whereas the one-phase activation example activated
EMG at 0.21 CeMAC and woke soon after at 0.16 CeMAC.
Fifty-seven percent of patients showed a single phase of
EMG activation as shown on the right half of Fig. 2, while
37 % showed a 2 phase EMG activation as shown in the
left side of Fig. 2. The remaining 6 % of patients showed a
three-phase EMG activation. The size of the first EMG
activation ranged from 1.5 to 42 dB, with a mean activation strength of 21.1 ± 10.4 dB. The mean rate of EMG
activation was 1.6 ± 2.0 dB/s.
Eleven percent of patients showed initial EMG activation at surgical levels of anesthesia, even before the start of
emergence, and for 15 % of patients EMG activation did
not occur until the point of responsiveness to a command;
the remaining EMG activation times occurred within the
emergence period.
In the subset of patients where detailed observations
were made during emergence (n = 184), 56 % of the EMG
activations were in response to an external stimulus. The
three most common stimuli eliciting EMG activation were:
being shifted to another bed (41 %), name being spoken
(17 %), and airway suction (15 %). Detailed analysis of
intraoperative notes did not reveal any noticeable association of EMG activation within 1–3 min of neuromuscular
blocker reversal. The remaining 44 % of patients activated
EMG spontaneously. Furthermore, at the time of EMG
activation there was a concurrent gross movement (of torso
or extremity) in only 57 % of patients; the remaining 43 %
of patients did not display any discernible movement or
frowning at time of EMG activation indicating the presence
of a hidden increase in muscle tone—i.e. they showed an
occult EMG activation.
With regards to the state of the cortex (as estimated by
EEG patterns) at time of initial EMG activation, the
majority of patients were in a delta-dominated slow-wave
state (216 patients, 79 %), though some (24 patients, 9 %)
showed EMG activation in an alpha-dominated state. Only
33 patients (12 %) showed EMG activation while in a nonslow-wave state. Median delta and alpha EEG power at
time of EMG activation are reported in Table 2.
3.2 Anesthetic concentrations at EMG activation
and waking
The dose–response relationship between effect site concentration of volatile anesthetic and EMG activation (and
waking) is shown in Fig. 3. This is presented using the
cumulative distribution of patients, as is usually done for
MAC curves. The cumulative fraction of patients waking
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and showing EMG activation decreases as CeMAC is
decreasing; curves are read from right to left.
1.

EMG Eight percent of patients showed EMG activation
at a high CeMAC ([0.7). The cumulative fraction of
patients with EMG activation then decreased almost
linearly with decreasing CeMAC. At CeMAC levels

Fig. 2 Examples of two- and one-phase EMG activations during
emergence from general anesthesia. Line colour conventions are the
same as in Fig. 1. Volatile general anesthetic concentrations are
shown in the upper half of the figure; the blue solid line was end-tidal
Table 2 Comparison of
characteristics of patients
grouped by airway method or
pain on waking

2.

close to zero, the EMG and wake curves converge
indicating that about 10 % of patients only experienced EMG activation at the point of waking.
Wake Fourteen percent of patients woke at CeMAC
concentrations higher than 0.23 MAC (vertical black
broken line). There is an inflection in the blue CeMACwake curve at this concentration. The median CeMAC

concentration (in units of MAC), and the red broken line the
estimated effect-site MAC (CeMAC). EMG power is shown in the
lower half of the figure; blue line is measured EMG, the black line the
linear approximation

Airway method

Pain on waking***

LMA

ETT

Low-Pain

High-Pain

57 (30)

67 (25)**

65 (26)

48 (30)**

(85/69)

(68/51)

(123/89)

(25/28)

Demographic factors
Age
Gender (M/F)
Surgical factors
Operation length (mins)

80 (73)

145 (127)**

100 (103)

113 (71)

Emergence length (mins)

12 (9)

10 (8)*

11 (9)

10 (10)

Opioids at EMG (ng/ml)

0.45 (0.53)

0.50 (0.66)

0.43 (0.51)

0.66 (0.83)**

Relaxant at EMG (mg/L)

N/A

0.07 (0.28)

0.00 (0.12)

0.05 (0.21)

EMG factors
CeMAC at EMG (MAC)

0.20 (0.32)

0.38 (0.34)**

0.26 (0.33)

0.27 (0.33)

Time until EMG (s)

437 (493)

268 (438)**

346 (462)

338 (483)

EMG strength (dB)

22 (19)

23 (13)

23 (17)

21 (18)

EMG slope (dB/s)

1.1 (1.9)

1.1 (1.3)

1.2 (1.7)

1.7 (1.4)*

EMG decay present (Y/N)

(15/139)

(16/103)

(27/185)

(4/49)

EEG factors
Delta power at EMG (dB)

9.6 (5.1)

11.0 (5.4)**

10.4 (5.3)

10.2 (4.5)

Alpha Power at EMG (dB)

6.1 (2.7)

5.4 (3.9)

5.7 (3.2)

6.2 (3.4)

All values are shown as median values (interquartile ranges) or patient counts
* Significant difference, p \ 0.05
** Significant difference, p \ 0.01, using the Mann–Whitney-U test
*** 8 Patients could not provide a pain score on waking
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Fig. 3 Cumulative fraction of patients responding to a command
(blue line, ‘wake’), and showing EMG activation (red-line, ‘EMG’) at
a given effect site anesthetic concentration (CeMAC). The vertical
black line indicates the inflexion point in the Wake curve

for patients waking (i.e. the conventional definition of
MACawake) was 0.09 which is much lower than usually
quoted from non-surgical studies. Around 20 % of
patients only woke when the CeMAC was almost zero.
If the cumulative distribution curve is converted to a histogram of the CeMAC at the time of first EMG activation,
it shows a bimodal distribution (Fig. 4). This is suggestive
of the presence of two populations, and indicates that more
than one underlying causal process is present in the sample
of patients. We found that the histogram could be nicely

fitted by the sum of two gamma probability distribution
curves. The threshold point that divides the two distributions (0.071 MAC) was determined from the data by
optimum fit using a 2-sample Kolmogorov–Smirnov test
over a range of possible threshold values from 0.001 to
0.150 CeMAC.
The first curve (red line) corresponded to activations that
occurred with the patient at MAC values that were typically at or above the MAC-awake values for our population
(EMG occurs at CeMAC [ 0.07, we have termed this the
‘high-MAC’ process); and was associated with increase in
muscle tone rather than overt movement, and often was not
closely linked with waking. The second process (yellow
line) occurred at MAC values close to zero, and was generally associated with waking and gross movement. We
have termed this the ‘low-MAC’ process, and is presumably a manifestation of neural inertia process that has been
described for general anesthesia [22]. The mean (95 % CI)
estimated shape and scale parameters for the low-MAC
process were 0.69 (0.50–0.96), and 0.03 (0.02–0.05); and
for the high-MAC process were 3.01 (2.46–3.67) and 0.12
(0.09–0.15). The combined gamma model fitted the
experimental data well (p = 0.85, 2-sample Kolmogorov–
Smirnov test), and produced a straight line in the qqplot.
Our rationale for choosing the final multivariate model
was as follows: With a first pass model we included variables that we thought may be associated with a high-MAC
EMG activation, but had a limited explanatory power.
These more descriptive variables included EMG power
(lower with high-MAC activations) and delta and alpha
power at EMG activation (both higher with high-MAC).
Although these variables were statistically significant, they
are tautologous and are not biologically causal. We have
defined the high-MAC EMG activation pattern as occurring
at higher MAC, and higher MAC values will unsurprisingly be associated with deeper EEG patterns. Therefore
these parameters were removed from the final model to
allow their associated variance to be given to other
potential biologically explanatory variables.
The factors associated with a high-MAC EMG activation and included in the final model were: delta at the start
of emergence, and type of airway. The model equation is:
logit ðhigh  MAC EMG activationÞ
¼ 3:96  0:06  Delta power at start emergence  3:53
 Airway ðLMAÞ:

Fig. 4 Histogram of CeMAC at the point of EMG activation (grey
bars). The red and yellow lines are the gamma probability distributions fit to the ‘high-MAC’ (red), and ‘low-MAC’ (yellow) processes.
The blue line is the fit of the summed distributions

The overall classification accuracy was 84 % (model
R2 = 0.21). The variables with the strongest effects were:
delta at start of emergence (p \ 0.001) and, choice of
airway (LMA), (p \ 0.001). The odds ratios indicate that a
patient in the LMA group has about one tenth the chance of
having a high-Mac EMG activation compared to a patient
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with an ETT, and the odds of having a high-MAC EMG
activation reduced by 14 % for each increasing decibel of
delta power seen at start of emergence, and increased by a
similar amount for each decibel of alpha power.
3.3 The effect of pain and airway method on EMG
and waking
Having investigated the relationship between EMG activation and concentration of volatile general anesthetic
drug, we looked to see what factors might influence this
relationship. In particular whether a noxious stimulus—
either from surgical nociceptive input or from the irritation
of the endotracheal tube—would change the shape of the
population dose–response curves. Accordingly we derived
curves for those groups of patients who: had an endotracheal tube (ETT) versus those who had only the minimal
stimulation of a laryngeal mask (LMA), (see Fig. 5).
The ETT group (blue) activated EMG and also woke at
higher CeMAC concentrations than the LMA group (red).
Overall there is a larger separation between the EMG and
waking curves for the ETT group, compared to the LMA
group. All patients with an ETT activated EMG at a higher
MAC than waking, whereas around 20 % of LMA patients
activated EMG and woke simultaneously at concentrations
near to zero MAC. Of the 51 low-MAC EMG activation
(CeMAC \ 0.07) patients, 46 (90 %) had an LMA in place.
Little difference was seen in MAC at waking between
the ETT and LMA groups for the 20 % of patients who
woke at MAC values higher than 0.2.

The overall classification accuracy was 74 % (model
R2 = 0.30). The odds ratios indicate that a patient in the
LMA group has less than one tenth the chance of having a
high-Mac EMG activation compared to a patient with an
ETT, and the odds of having a high-MAC EMG activation
reduced by about 6 % for each increasing decibel of delta
power seen at start of emergence.
Increased pain did not seem to cause earlier waking. The
difference in CeMAC between EMG activation and waking
(CeMACEMG - CeMACWAKE) was similar for the high
and low pain groups (0.17 vs. 0.19, p = 0.48) indicating
that high-pain was not waking patients at higher CeMAC
concentrations. In contrast, this mean difference (CeMACEMG - CeMACWAKE) was significantly larger in the
ETT compared to the LMA patient groups (0.24 vs. 0.13,
p \ 0.001) suggesting that the activation of EMG at higher
CeMAC concentrations in the group of patients with an
ETT in place is not reflected in a subsequent higher waking
CeMAC.
The clinical characteristics of the LMA, ETT, high pain,
and low pain groups are shown in Table 2. It can be seen
that the ETT group was older, had higher opioid concentration, and activated EMG at a higher MAC than the LMA
group. The high-pain group was younger and had more
opioids. A Chi square comparison of airway method versus
high vs low pain showed that the distribution of high and
low pain reporting patients was not different for the ETT
and LMA groups (p [ 0.05). Of the 149 LMA’s, 53 (36 %)
reported high pain, and of the 114 ETTs, 82 (28 %)
reported high pain. There was no difference in relaxant use
between low and high pain groups.
3.4 EEG around EMG activation

Fig. 5 Cumulative fraction of patients waking (solid-lines) or
showing EMG activation (broken-lines) at given CeMAC concentrations for grouping according to airway method (blue ETT, red LMA)
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Figure 6 shows averaged power spectral density (PSD)
functions for patients with an ETT in place while emerging
from anesthesia prior to (blue-solid line), and immediately
following (green-dashed line) EMG activation for two
groups; for patients with EMG activation lower than 0.07
MAC (‘low-MAC’, left section of Fig. 6), and for patients
showing EMG activation higher than this threshold (‘highMAC’, right section of Fig. 6).
For the low-MAC group, the slope of the PSD was
relatively flat prior to EMG onset, and became almost
horizontal following EMG onset. As this group usually
woke (and moved) at the same time, the slight increase in
average delta power should be interpreted as coming from
movement artefact. For the high-MAC group, the steep
PSD slope remained relatively unchanged for frequencies
below 12 Hz despite the onset of EMG activity. As with
the low-MAC group, an increase in power at higher frequencies (above 12 Hz) can be observed with EMG onset.
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Fig. 6 Power spectral density functions for patients prior to (bluesolid line), and immediately following (green-dashed line) EMG
activation for two groups; for patients with EMG activation lower
than 0.07 MAC (‘low-MAC’, left section), and for patients showing
EMG activation higher than this threshold (‘high-MAC’, right
section)

4 Discussion
We found that EMG activation during emergence is usually
a relatively abrupt event, and occurs over a wide range of
CeMAC values. Two different causal processes seem to be
involved. Low-MAC activation usually occurs at
CeMAC \ 0.07, is often associated with a non-slow wave
EEG pattern, and is an intrinsic part of the waking process.
Conversely, high-MAC activation is usually not associated
with waking, or even movement, and is more common in
intubated patients. These results broadly fit with the model
of Takakusaki [2]. The low-MAC activation is predominantly driven by basal-ganglia-thalamocortical processes;
because, in this case, the EMG activation is dependent on,
and is also able to trigger, thalamo-cortical depolarisation
and return of behavioural responsiveness. In contrast the
high-MAC EMG activation process probably involves a
predominant basal-ganglia-brain stem circuit; as it is
strongly associated with EEG signs of continued thalamocortical hyperpolarisation (alpha and delta waves), and
usually not associated with imminent recovery of responsiveness. It is clear that high-MAC EMG activation is not
an indication of waking and is not associated with subsequent pain. Our results are in agreement with earlier clinical observations by Paloheimo [6], and mechanistic
studies of anesthetic inhibition of active movement by
Jinks et al. [23, 24].
The values of MACawake in our study are much lower
than is usually quoted in the literature [1]. This is a pronounced clinical manifestation of the phenomenon of
neural inertia [22]. The causes are unclear, but neural
inertia is known to be increased in genetically (or chemically)-induced sympatholytic states in mice and flies,
suggesting that those patients who only woke at very low

CeMAC had lower levels of aminergic arousal activity in
the central nervous system.
Exactly why these patients should have decreased
aminergic activation is unclear. From first principles one
may speculate that they might have had higher levels of
opioids or surgically induced central nervous system
inflammation, but there is no convincing support for this in
our data. The low-MAC group was not associated with low
pain after waking, or high opioid levels, but was associated
with LMA use and youth.
The most common response noted at time of EMG
activation for patients with an ETT in place was a gag/cough response (34 %). The cough response can range
from purely reflexive to purely voluntary [25]. The distinct
afferent fibres involved in the production of reflexive and
voluntary coughing are differentially responsive to anesthesia [26]. The reflexive, nodose Ad fibre mediated cough,
which has the primary function of protecting airway
integrity, is abolished only under deep anesthesia in
humans. In contrast, jugular C-fibres respond to a number
of chemical inhalation irritants, but this effect is abolished
during anesthesia. For those patients with an endotracheal
tube (ETT) in place, which is a strong source of mechanical
stimulation in the trachea, as anesthetic concentrations
decrease during the emergence period, the reflexive cough
response would return first, leading to an EMG activation,
prior to any voluntary cough response. Hence EMG activation in this case (high-MAC pattern) would be directly
linked to returning brainstem function [27], but not necessarily cortex function. Figure 6 shows a strongly negative 1/f slope indicating power law scaling in the cortex for
patients activating EMG at higher MAC concentrations.
This power law scaling, also shown in Detrended Fluctuation Analysis (DFA) is a consistent EEG marker of depth
of anesthesia [28]. The additive increase in power in the
higher frequencies (from around 14 Hz onwards) occurring
due to EMG activation has also been noted by Aho and
colleagues [9, 29]. For patients with an LMA in place,
EMG activation was commonly linked to a voluntary
response on waking (low-MAC). If this was a cough
response due to the stimulation from the LMA, it would
most likely be more voluntary, using the jugular C-fibre
pathway, projecting via the pontine, hypothalamic, subthalamic and thalamic nuclei to the sensory and limbic
cortex. If the EMG response was not cough related, such as
opening eyes, or attempting to sit up, in these more voluntary kinds of responses the cortex and brainstem are
activating simultaneously.
Post-anesthetic shivering was only noted in one patient,
and cannot be considered a major causal factor of EMG
activation in this study.
It is easy to imagine that the characteristic asymmetrical
pattern of abrupt increase in EMG tone followed by a slow
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decay indicates that EMG activation is not usually a fully
reversible phenomenon; but also demonstrates neural
inertia. The time course of the decay is suggestive of a slow
decline in the levels of some neuromodulators, presumably
involving aminergic and orexinergic systems.
This is an observational study and is thus subject to all
the limitations and problems of unknown confounders. In
particular there is the issue of whether decreased exogenous verbal stimuli contributed significantly to the lowMAC EMG activation seen predominantly in the LMA
group. We think that is unlikely because we saw the same
phenomenon in the LMA patients from the second patient
set; who had the same standardised stimulation protocol as
the ETT patients. The modelling of effect site opioid
concentrations in this study was based on populationderived pharmacokinetic parameters. Future studies will
need to measure actual blood levels of opioids to assess the
accuracy of this estimate.
There are a number of results that have clinical implications. The first is that EMG activation can occur over a
wide range of VGA concentrations from 0 to 1 MAC. The
second point is that high-MAC EMG activation commonly
does not result in overt movement or excessive tension.
This muscle tension can often go unnoticed by the clinician, unless specifically displayed by a depth of anesthesia
monitor with an EMG measure, and will interfere significantly with most depth of anesthesia monitors [30]. A third
result is that EMG activation is only associated with
exogenous stimuli about half the time, and is not correlated
with the patient’s subsequent experience of pain; but
unsurprisingly, is most strongly associated with the presence of an ETT.
We would conclude that EMG activation during emergence from general anesthesia is commonly occult, is often
not associated with exogenous stimuli, is often not inextricably linked to return of behavioural responsiveness, can
occur over a wide range of MAC values, but often around
zero. There is evidence of at least two different processes at
work, and it is usually not linked with cortical arousal.
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